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ABSTRACT

The development in the segmentation of object from the images and video has reached to the

great height .Image segmentation has been widely used to split image into smaller parts so

that useful information can be derived from them. This subject has drawn a lot of attention

because of its useful applications and also because it gives a wide range of ideas that are still

be explored more. Segmentation is the process of splitting the image into smaller regions.

Auto-segmentation can be used in detecting the objects and the further results can be used for

many purposes like clustering , marketing purpose , medical purpose .Over the past years,

many segmentation Algorithms have been introduced in order to retrieve the useful data.

In this thesis , we have proposed a new approach for auto-segmentation using mean –shift

Algorithm to probe further in this arena. We have used different datasets including Drive

Dataset and Berkeley Dataset to test our approach. In this, we came to know that the auto-

segmentation algorithm gives better results at high value of entropy.

Page (iii)
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CHAPTER- 1

Introduction
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1.1 Evolution

As we are living in the era of 21 century, we require the different methods to split the image . so, that

the processing can be applied effectively in order to retrieve any information from the images .

Segmentation is a technique by which we can subdivide the image in small regions or images . The

result  obtained can be used for medical purpose like detecting cancer in brain etc, clustering purpose

etc. It basically cluster the data into groups which are similar in whole image . Many  algorithms

were developed for segmentation and clustering.

Images  are said to one of the  most  important part in  human life as it is used  to share  the

information and sending it to the other person . There has been  many  development  in research of

image segmentation , enhancement , edge detection in the last decades .  There are  many applications

of image segmentation which is used for medical purpose . Many algorithms were proposed for co-

clustering in  medical images[1]  .  Some of the co-clustering techniques are  based on bacterial

foraging [1]   .

There are different methods are used for segmentation purpose . and Many papers are proposed  on

this image segmentation .

(1) k- means clustering

(2) Region growing clustering

(3) A Diffusion Approach to Seeded Image Segmentation

(4)  C- means algorithm

Many work has done on different algorithms . The image segmentation can be used for the

multichannel images.

Image Segmentation can be classified on two different aspects of images

(1) Differences in Intensities

In this case, the intensities of the pixels are compared with its neighbouring pixels intensity .The point

where the intensity difference occur that means the segment of image changes and its is used in case

of edge detection method

(2) Similarities in Regions

The image is divided into regions that are similar with set of criteria .It includes the thresholding,

region growing, region splitting and merging.
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1.2 Different Method for Image Segmentation :

Image segmentation can be done on different methods as explained in  [2]

(a) Image Segmentation  based on edge detection –
In this image segmentation is done on the basis of difference in contrast and where there is change in

intensity the edge is detected . There may be a lot of edges present in the image  and that edges may

be discontinuous in nature .

If there is any object in the image then there will be closed edge around the boundary of the object .

Thresholding technique is based on image space regions i.e. on characteristics of image

(b) Image Segmentation  based on Thresholding –
This method is used where there is object of light color with dark background . Thresholding

technique is based on image space regions . Thre sholding operation convert a multilevel image into a

gray channel image i.e., it is done for choosing a proper threshold T, it divide the pixels of image into

several different regions and separate the light and more useful objects from background. Any pixel

(x, y) is considered as a part of object if its intensity exceed or is in the range of the threshold value

i.e. f(x, y)≥T, otherwise the pixel belong to background . We have two type of thresholding in image

.i.e, local and global thresholding  . When the value of threshoding is kept same it is know as global

thresholding , otherwise known as local thresholding .

(c) Image Segmentation based on region growing –
This is one of the simplest segmentation method in which the image is splitted into different region

and then region growing concept is applied . and after applying the method the segmentation we start

merging the region with similar values of intensities .

(d) Image Segmentation based on Clustering –
In this we basically start clustering the image on the basis of similarities in value of pixels and start

making the clusters and after that we make he cluster with similar value of pixel values .

1.3 The Aim of Segmentation

The aim of segmentation is to divide the image into small parts so that the required information from

the image can be retrieved.  In this , we separate the homogenous group of data from the image and

separate the unuseful information . In this , we cluster the same kind of data . and find the equally

likely modes .
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1.4 Defects in Segmentation

There are the different methods available for image segmentation. Every methods have its benefits i.e

some image segmentation techniques show good results for particular type of input images. Several

algorithms and technologies has been developed but every algorithm have its specific application

depending on input type of data .

Some Algorithms give better results for color image as input and some give better result for gray

scale images.

1.5 Applications of Segmentation :

It is a vigorous algorithm that has  a lot of practical applications particularly in the computer vision

field . An image can be represented by different regions. The regions are further differentiated by

multiple dimensions. The following are the applications of mean shift which help to obtain the

required results.

Clustering

The most important application of Mean Shift  is clustering. The fact that Mean Shift is non-

paramteric and does not make assumptions about the number of clusters or the shape of the cluster

makes it a superlative method  for handling clusters of arbitrary shape and number.

The stationary points obtained help in assessing the density function. All points associated with the

same stationary point belong to the same cluster.

Computer Vision Applications

Mean Shift is used in multiple tasks in Computer Vision like segmentation, tracking, discontinuity

preserving smoothing etc. For more details see [2],[8].

Marketing

To find the similar group of  customer in market .

Medical

To extract the required segment of the image for medical purpose .

Insurance

To cluster the customers and  to identify the frauds .
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Chapter – 2

Literature Review
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2.1 Image Segmentation Techniques

Segmentation  is one of the image processing technique by which we can retrieve information from

image  . It is an area of research  in academics and industry . A large number of segmentation

algorithms have proposed  in past years .Some image segmentation methods uses different algorithms

.  Some algorithms uses region growing for color image segmentation [3] . for the segmentation ,

different approaches are used like wrapper based approach [4] have also been used . For segmentation

of   images different operators can be used like sobel operator [5] which also explain about maximum

entropy. Juyong Zhang et. al[6] gave a diffusion approach used in image segmentation [6]. Image

Segmentation include Edge detection based method[9], Region growing Methods [10].

Image segmentation has been widely applied in biomedical imaging and the aim is to divide the image

into smaller segments by using graph partitioning which is more effective for image segmentation [7]

. There are also some approaches in which the user only give resolution as input only [8]. There has

been a lot of development done in image segmentation field but still it can be explored more . The

colour information is used to create histograms and where there is change in intensity  of pixel values

the histogram shows the change in intensity .

We also prove the convergence for discrete data for mean-shift procedure to the nearest stationary

point [12] . Its main application to find the modes of density.

As explained in [12] ,there are some low level and high level tasks are required for the segmentation .

If the result of low level is not correct then it may be misleading and will not produce the appropriate

results . This algorithm do the two main tasks , persevering the discontinuity smoothing and image

segmentation .The approach in [12]  explain that low level should provide  the enough representation

of input and the feature extraction can be controlled by changing the parameters in input values . It

provides the results for both color image and gray scale image. By putting the significant features

together, It provide the excellent tolerance to noise level which can mislead the results . The

disadvantage of the algorithm can be avoided by adding the appropriate parameters from the input

domain .

As per the fuzzy co-clustering algorithms [1], is proposed for medical images. This algorithm

basically works on segmenting the required region in histo-pathological images which consist of

groups of similar cells   indicating some form of abnormality in the animal tissue. This algorithm

relies on improved colour clustering results when [1] algorithm is applied as compared to the other

conventional clustering techniques.
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In this different  type  of lesion have extracted from the images . In this , objective function is

optimized by bacterial foraging  algorithm which gives more specific values to the parameters

involved . The algorithm produces more accurate and form distinct co-clusters depending on the

membership values . In algorithm [1] is used for colour segmentation of the medical images to

detect dark and bright lesions. This algorithm is independent of shapes as , it is color based method .

The results are quite good but for the computational complexity and the number of  iterations

involved.

The algorithm [1] is ineffective for the segmentation of colour medical images using CILELAB

features.

The algorithm is used successfully to detect the lesions even in not so distinct background. The

number of clusters present in the images is judged by the validity   function.  The main advantage of

this algorithm is that it can delineate clusters based  on feature membership function by the use of

rank   and the corresponding centroids which identify  particular shades of colour.

There is an algorithm[1] Fuzzy Co-Clustering of medical images using bacterial foraging . This is a

modification of the Fuzzy Clustering for Categorical Multivariate date (FCCM) algorithm termed as

dasia Fuzzy Co-Clustering Algorithm for Images (FCCI) psila is proposed for clustering of medical

images. The main work is to segment regions of interest in histo-pathological images which consist of

groups of similar cells indicating some form of abnormality in the animal tissue. In these proposed

method relies on improved color clustering results when FCCI is applied on images as compared to

the conventional clustering techniques. The method also categorizes different types of lesions based

on the co-clustering results. The objective function is optimized using the bacterial foraging algorithm

which gives image specific values to the parameters involved in the algorithm. The color

segmentation results are found to be more accurate, producing well formed and valid clusters having

ldquocrisppsila values of membership function with lesser number of iterations. The algorithm results

in distinct co-clusters ranked in the order of their memberships.
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2.2 Mean-Shift Algorithm

This algorithm is used to find the densest region among the distribution of  data .  The main task in

the algorithm is to find modes of equally likely hood in the distribution of data. In this, a kernel is

selected where the distribution of data is more . After that it find the centroid or centre of mass and it

shift towards the direction of maximum increase in density. It propagates similarly for the all

distribution of data until it finds the mode of distribution.

2.3 Bandwidth selection in Mean-shift Algorithm

There are two method for selecting the bandwidth  in mean-shift i.e  fixed  bandwidth and  variable

bandwidth . The variable bandwidth shows the superiority over the fixed bandwidth. When there is

fixed bandwidth , then the effectiveness  and correctness cannot be checked .By fixing the value of

mean-shift ,the optimum value of bandwidth cannot be found where it shows the better results .[13] .

We obtain the best equally likelihood modes using variable bandwidth.

There are many  people who  fix the bandwidth at 0.8  and obtained the results for the same bandwidth

[14]  but some people optimized the bandwidth to obtain the  better results  .

There is some cases  in mean shift-based approach for local bandwidth selection in the multimodal,

multivariate case where we found that the variable bandwidth is used. It is found that  the best

bandwidth maximizes the objective function[15] . There are some applications of Mean Shift

algorithm such as object tracking , image and video segmentation which need a variable bandwidth

for their application [16] .
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Chapter-3

Mean-shift

Algorithm
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Mean –shift Mode :

It locates the densest region among the whole distribution, therefore it is known as Mode seeking

Algorithm.

Mean Shift Algorithm ;

It is a tool of finding modes in set of data samples. It can be used for PDF (Probability Density

Function .In this, algorithm find the region of high density  of distribution and it find the centroid or

centre of mass of  that distribution . It shift to centre of mass and similarly do again and again, to find

the densest regions of the given distribution. It basically separate the clusters present in the This is

proved for discrete data the convergence of recursive Mean –Shift procedure to the nearest stationary

point of underlying density function . It performs two vision tasks, discontinuity preserving smoothing

and image segmentation.

It includes the various terms which are explained below:

Mean-Shift Vector :

It’s toward the direction of maximum increase of density, Data Point & approximate the location of

Mean of data. It basically in the direction of density estimated . It computes the density iteratively.

Task :

Estimate the exact location of mean of data by determining the shift vector from the initial mean.

1

1
( )

n

i o
i

M y x y
n 

    
 Where oy = Initial estimate value

Mean-Shift (Weighted) :

Weights are determined using kernels(Masks) : Uniform , Gaussian or Epanechnikov

1
0

1

( )
( )

( )

x

x

n

i o i
i

h on

i o
i

w y x
M y y

w y





 




:xn No of data points0

:oy Initial mean  Location

:ix Data  points

:h Kernel Radius
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The steps involved in the Mean-Shift algorithm:

(a) Find the densest region of distribution.

(b) Find Centriod or Centre of Mass .

(c )  Then shift to the centre of mass and similarly do again and again , as to find densest

region .

(d) This shows how the mean is shifting

Parametric Density Estimation (PDF(x))

Data points are sampled from underlying PDF(x)
2

2

( )

2( )
i

i

x

i
i

PDF x c e




 



Kernel Density Estimation

A function of some finite number of data points 1,........, nx x

1

1
( ) ( )

n

i
i

P x k x x
n 

 

Different type of kernels

(i) Epanechniknov Kernel

2
(1 ) 1

( )
0

e

c x x
K x

Otherwise

   


(ii) Uniform Kernel

1
( )

0u

c x
K x

Otherwise

 
 


(iii) Normal Kernel

21
( ) .exp

2NK x c x
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Relation between kernel Density Estimation and  Meanshift

Radially symmetric kernel

2
( ) ( )K x ck x where k = Profile

Kernel Density Estimate

2

1

1
( ) ( )

n

i
i

P x k x x
n 

   

2'

1

1
( ) 2 ( ) ( )

n

i i
i

P x c x x k x x
n 

    …………………………………………………(1)

' ( ) ( )k x g x

2 2

1 1

1 1
( ) 2 ( ) 2 ( )

n n

i i i
i i

P x c x g x x c xg x x
n n 

      ……………………………………..(2)

2
2

2
1

(1
( ) 2 ( )

( )

n
i i

i
i i

x g x x
P x c g x x x

n g x x

 
    

  
 ……………………………………..(3)

1

( )
n

i
i

c
P x k

n 

  
………………………………………………(4)

1

( )
n

i
i

c
P x g

n 

   ……….. ………………………...(5)

2

1

1
( ) ( )

n

i
i

P x k x x
n 
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1

1

( )
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i i
i

n

i
i

x g
P x x
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.
1

( ) ( )
n

i
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c
P x g m x
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Therefore, Meanshift Can be expressed as

1
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i
i
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c
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Chapter-4

Proposed
Auto-Segmentation
Using Mean-Shift

Algorithm
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We have proposed the Auto-segmentation using Mean-shift Algorithm , one of the modified

version of Mean-Shift algorithm

These algorithm are modified in different aspects :

 We have passed the images

 Mean-shift algorithm is applied on the image.

 Segmentation of image is performed.

4.1 Automization of Mean-Shift

In the automization of Mean-Shift the  program is automized and it includes the  following steps

Initialize search with BW= 0.01, clusters= 02

REPEAT

Find mean-shift modes

Find entropy of modes as per formula

1
1

log
n

i i
i

H p p


   …………………………………. (9)

2
1

i

n
p

i
i

H p e



  …………………………………. (10)

These equations are provided in [16]

UNTIL max-limit of BW= 1.5 clusters = 10 is reached for small increment of BW = 0.01, cluster = 1
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4.2 Proposed Algorithm:

In this, we proposed an algorithm by using mean shift mode algorithm and we apply the

algorithm on the image data which has been applied on linear data earlier .

These algorithms include the following steps:

(i) Initially image is read.

(ii)To apply the code , we convert the image into one –dimensional array .After converting into

one dimensional array ,the mean shift mode algorithm is applied on the that one-dimensional

image  .

(iii) In this step, the result obtained after applying the mean-shift algorithm. We just pass that

result obtain in order to compare with the ground truth .

(iv) For comparing the images with ground truth, we convert the both ground truth result and

results obtained into one –d and then compare the image.

(v) After comparing the image we calculate the precision , recall and f-score value for that

images

By applying the algorithm, we came to know that it shows better results .
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Chapter – 5

RESULTS

&

DISCUSSION
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Intially , Meansshift algorithm is used to cluster the linear data and it form the cluster and

separate the data using the algorithm .

(a) On  Linear Data

We have applied the mean shift mode code on linear data and we found that the data get

separated on the basis of different label . In this , the clusters are formed  on the basis of seeds

and the one cluster  get merged with other cluster  in order to obtain the single cluster on the

basis of the label

Result :

 [a,b,c]= findModes(pts,2,.1)

Visiting cluster 1
Merged cluster 1 with 1
Merged cluster 2 with 1
a =   100.9998  101.9998
b =  1
c =     1     1     1     1     1

 [a,b,c]= findModes(pts,3,.1)

Visiting cluster 1
Merged cluster 1 with 1
Merged cluster 2 with 1
Merged cluster 3 with 1

a =    2.6412    2.9200
b =    1
c =     1     1     1     1     1

 [a,b,c]= findModes(pts,4,.1)

Visiting cluster 1
Merged cluster 1 with 1
Merged cluster 2 with 1
Merged cluster 4 with 1
Visiting cluster 3
Merged cluster 3 with 3

a =  2.6405    2.9192
100.9998  101.9998

b =    0.6000
0.4000

c =     1     1     2     2     1
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(b)  On  Image  Data

This  findmodes  function shows different result for different value of points , and no of seeds and

threshold  .

Points  are provided by reading the image using imread function

Image is kept same for different value of no seeds  and threshold values .

RESULTS OF MEAN-SHIFT FOR DIFFERENT  IMAGES

1.[a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,2,.2);

Output :

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2 is created .

2. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,2,.3);
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3. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,2,.4);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2 is created

4. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,2,.6);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2 is created

5. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,2,.7);
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6. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,2,.12);

7.[a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,2,.25);

8.[a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,2,.30);
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9.[a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,2,.60);

10. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,3,.3);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2 is created

11. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,3,.4);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2,3 is created
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12. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,3,.5);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2,3 is created

13. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,3,.6);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2 is created

14. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,3,.7);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2 ,3 is created
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15. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,3,.8);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2 is created

16 . [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,3,.9);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2 ,3 is created

17. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,3,.10);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2 ,3 is created
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18. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,3,.20);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2 ,3 is created

19 . [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,3,.30);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2 ,3 is created

20. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,3,.40);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2 is created
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21. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,3,.60);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2 ,3 is created

22. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,3,.90);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2 ,3 is created

23.[a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,3,.200);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2 ,3 is created
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24. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,3,.300);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2  is created

25. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,3,.400);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2  is created

26. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,3,.700);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2,3  is created
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27. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,4,.3);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2,3,4 is created

28. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,4,.90);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2 ,3 is created

29. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,4,.400);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2 ,3 ,4 is create
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30. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,5,.100);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2 ,3 is created

31.[a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,6,.100);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2 ,3,4,5,6,7 is created

32. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,7,.100);

In this case the two value of c = 1, 2 ,3,4,5 is created
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32. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,7,.100);

(c) On  Drive  Datatabase

When  the findmodes function is used on drive database with different value of data

1. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,4,.4);

2. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,5,.6);
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3. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,3,0.8 );

The best result for drive datasets are obtained  at threshold value of  0.8 bandwidth which is the

optimum value of bandwidth for the drive database. and  this shows that the extraction of required

information is maximum at this value of bandwidth . As, this shows the better results at bandwidth of

0.8 therefore , it is the optimum value of bandwidth for this database .

d) Red.m file is compiled to extract the red component and various results
are obtained for different value of seeds and threshold

This is the result of red.m

1. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,3,.009);

Min value of c is1 &3
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2.[a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,330,.0009);

Min value of c is 2 and  41

2. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,5000,.0009);

3. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,10000,.0009);

Min value of c is1 &71
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When it is compared for different value for different value of D .

1.
[a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,3,.009);
FOR D==1

SE1=1
D==2

SE1=1

2. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,3,.0009);
D==2 ,SE1=1
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D==1,SE1=1

3. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,330,.008);

D==2 ,SE1=1

D==3 ,SE1=1
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D==13 ,SE1=1

2. [a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,330,.008);
D==5  , SE1=0

D==6 ,SE1=4
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D==1 , SE1=0

D==2,,SE1=3

D==4,SE1=0
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D==7,SE1=0

D==8,SE1=0

D==8,SE1=3
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D==9,SE1=1

D==10,SE1=3

D==11,SE1=3
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D==12,SE1=3

D==13,SE1=2

D==14,SE1=15

In this case , we  extracted some of all  color components (Red, Green, Blue ) .
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CIELAB

This is also a colour model in which L ,A ,B are different components of the image. The vertical L *

axis represents Lightness, ranging from 0-100. These are at right angles to each other and cross each

other in the centre, which is neutral (grey, black or white). They are based on the principal that a

colour cannot be both red and green, or blue and yellow. The a*axis is green at one extremity

(represented by -a), and red at the other (+a). The b* axis has blue at one end (-b), and yellow (+b)

at the other. The centre of each axis is 0. A value of 0, or very low numbers of both a* and b*

will describe a neutral or near neutral .

In theory there are no maximum values of a* and b*, but in practice they are usually numbered from -

128 to +127 (256 levels).

The different components are extracted as follow

cform = makecform('srgb2lab');

T = applycform(A,cform);

%figure, imshow(T);

L = T(:, :, 1);  % Extract the L image.

A_cie =T(:, :, 2);  % Extract the A image.

B = T(:, :, 3);  % Extract the B image.

Then this A component is passed through the code to obtain the result

In this we work on A instead of R component .
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CIELAB RESULTS  :

Results for Different value of D in CIELAB

[a,b,c ]= findModes(pts,330,.008);

1.
D==2 , SE1=0

2 .
D==1, SE1=0

3.
D==3, SE1=0
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By applying the different operations on images , we found that the results obtained by A components

of CIELAB are much better than rgb model and blood vessels are more visible than vessels extracted

by rgb model . so , after working on different values of seeds and threshold we can say that cielab is

much better than RGB .

(f) Retinal Blood Vessel  Extraction
The code contain three file defect,vesselextract,main file . and different result is obtain for different

value of thresholds .

 For the Threshold value = 5
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 For the Threshold value = 4

 For the Threshold value = 10

The above results show that the extraction is better in case of low value of threshold .
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(g) Mean-shift code is applied on  Berkeley segmentation dataset

In this the mean-shiftcode is applied on Berkeley dataset on 100 images and then obtained result is

then compared with ground truth .

In this the mean-shift code is applied on the original image of dataset after obtaining the result canny

edge detection method is applied on the image then the result is compared with the ground truth .

Then , the value of precision and recall and fscore  is calculated

Using the formula

Pr / ( );p p pe t t f 

Re / ( );p p nc t t f 

 2 ;)* /Pre Rec Prefscore Rec

In this case the entropy of the image is also calculated and it has been observed that the  segmentation

results are much better for low value of entropy .

In this , we have calculated the values of  Precision , Recision and f-score at different threshold

Values and we found that the segmentation results are much better at the value 0.8 instead of

other values .

Results obtained after applying the results on 100 images used in Berkeley data set and then values

are obtained and some of results are shown in table .

The  table showing the result obtained after applying the pure MeanShift algorithm code on the

different  images is shown below .
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Table 4.1
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Results of improved Mean-Shift :

The table given below shows the result of improved Mean-shift Algorithm .

(i) Result of Auto-Segmentation Using Shannon Entropy shown below in table 4.2

Table 4.2
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(ii) Result of Non Extensive Entropy shown below in table 4.3
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In this ,we apply the code on the input image and obtain the result and after this we apply the canny

method on the image and after that we take complement of the last obtain image .Now, we pass the

image and compare the complemented image with available five ground truths by converting  the

complemented image and ground truth into one – directional image . After that  we calculate the

precision , recall  and fscore value by using the respective formulae for the same .

Pr / ( );p p pe t t f 

Re / ( );p p nc t t f 

 2 ;)* /Pre Rec Prefscore Rec

Table 4.4

Mean  F-score of 100 images for all Non-Extensive and Shannon Entropy .

Different Methods Mean F-Score

Mean-Shift with bandwidth fixed to 0.8 0.8448

Automated Mean-Shift using Shannon Entropy 0.8550

Automated Mean-Shift using Non-Extensive

Entropy

0.9222

By looking at the results obtained, we came to know that the Non-Extensive entropy is better than

other . It could be because Non-Extensive Entropy is non additive Entropy .so,  Non-Extensive

Entropy can identify the correlated information content  and reduces the number of overall clusters .

It happens because Shannon  is additive and it add all the clusters as well but its result not  get

influenced by some value of clusters  as it include the log in its formula .

1
1

log
n

i i
i

H p p


 

In case of  Non-Extensive Entrophy , it add up for all clusters but its result  get affected by some

value of clusters as it includes exponential in its formula .

2
1

i

n
p

i
i

H p e
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There are some cases which shows that the Automated MeanShift using Non-Extensive Entropy is

better than other two methods .

In case of  image 25058.jpg , when we apply the automated  code it is found that in case of

Automated MeanShift using  Shannon Entropy , it visit  the all  10 clusters  and sums them up and

calculate the entropy where as in other case , it visit  only 2 clusters  and sums them up and calculate

the entropy . Results of Non Extensive Entropy are good in visualization than other  . It is found that

Non-Extensive Entropy (0.9408) is higher than Shannon Entropy(0.90100) due to which results of

segmentation came better.

After applying the program on image 15088.jpg , it is found that in case of  Automated MeanShift

using  Shannon Entropy  , it visit  the all 7 clusters  and sums them up and calculate the entropy

where as in other case , it visit  only 8 clusters  and sums them up and calculate the entropy . It is

found that  Non-Extensive Entropy (0.9592) is higher than Shannon Entropy(0.9529) and

segmentation  results are better.

For the image 22013.jpg , when we apply the program  for Automated MeanShift using  Shannon

Entropy  , it visit  the all  10 clusters  and sums them up and calculate the entropy where as in other

case , it visit  only 4 clusters  and sums them up and calculate the entropy . It is found that  Non-

Extensive Entropy (0.9220) is higher than Shannon Entropy(0.95291) due to which results of

segmentation came better.

When took the image 35008.jpg , and applied the concept and it is found that in case of Automated

MeanShift using  Shannon Entropy  , it visit  the all  10 clusters  and sums them up and calculate the

entropy where as in other case , it visit  only 2 clusters  and sums them up and calculate the entropy .

It is found that  Non-Extensive Entropy (0.9068) is higher than Shannon Entropy(0.9046) due to

which results of segmentation came better.

In case of  image 35010.jpg , it is found that in case of  Automated MeanShift using  Shannon

Entropy  , it visit  the all  10 clusters  and sums them up and calculate the entropy where as in other

case , it visit only 2 clusters  and sums them up and calculate the entropy . It is found that  Non-

Extensive Entropy (0.87124) is higher than Shannon Entropy(0.86852) due to which results of

segmentation came better.
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In case of  image 35058.jpg , it is found that in case of  Automated MeanShift using  Shannon

Entropy  , it visit  the all 8 clusters  and sums them up and calculate the entropy where as in other

case , it visit  only 3 clusters  and sums them up and calculate the entropy for the same . It is found

that  Non-Extensive Entropy (0.9311) is higher than Shannon Entropy(0.9292)  which satisfies our

concept .

For image 118020 .jpg , it is found that in case of  Automated MeanShift using  Shannon Entropy  , it

visit  the all  10 clusters  and sums them up and calculate the entropy where as in other case , it visit

only 2 clusters  and sums them up and calculate the entropy . It is found that  Non-Extensive Entropy

(0.9063) is higher than Shannon Entropy(0.9036) due to which results of segmentation came better.

In case of  image 118035.jpg , on passing it in the code of  Automated MeanShift using  Shannon

Entropy  , it visit  the all  9 clusters  and sums them up and calculate the entropy where as in other

case , it visit  only 5 clusters  and sums them up and calculate the entropy . It is found that  Non-

Extensive Entropy (0.9307) is higher than Shannon Entropy(0.9283) supports the segmentation .

In case of  image 124084.jpg , it is found that in case of  Automated MeanShift using  Shannon

Entropy  , it visit  the all  9 clusters  and sums them up and calculate the entropy where as in other

case , it visit  only 2 clusters  and sums them up and calculate the entropy . It is found that  Non-

Extensive Entropy (0.9154) is higher than Shannon Entropy(0.9001) due to which results of

segmentation came better.

In case of  image 353013.jpg , it is found that in case of  Automated MeanShift using  Shannon

Entropy  , it visit  the all  9 clusters  and sums them up and calculate the entropy where as in other

case , it visit  only 3 clusters  and sums them up and calculate the entropy . It is found that  Non-

Extensive Entropy (0.9275) is higher than Shannon Entropy(0.9239) due to which results of

segmentation came better.

In case of  image 302003.jpg , it is found that in case of  Automated MeanShift using  Shannon

Entropy  , it visit  the all  10 clusters  and sums them up and calculate the entropy where as in other

case , it visit  only 3 clusters  and sums them up and calculate the entropy . It is found that  Non-

Extensive Entropy (0.88306) is higher than Shannon Entropy(0.87864) due to which results of

segmentation came better.
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The results obtained by using Automated Meanshift  on variable bandwidth of 0.01 to 1.5 and

different results are obtained . In this we found the modes successfully .

To execute the code , we have used the matlab 2013 for making the code to run successfully .

The configuration of the system used is 4gb Ram , i5 processor .
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Conclusion
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After implementing the code for the different value of bandwidth in different methods , we came to

know that  the Mean shift with bandwidth fixed to 0.8 shows the good results instead of other

bandwidth and shows the good segmentation of image , whereas it  doesnot show good results on

other value of bandwidth . In this case , we used the brute force  technique to obtain the correct value

of bandwidth .i.e. 0.8 .

After that we executed the Auto-Segmentation using  Shannon and Non-Extensive entropy we  get

the segmented image which better in visualization . In this , we took  the image  and apply the code

and calculate the precision , recall and f-score for five different ground truth and came to know that it

show the  better value of  f-score which proves that our results are better for wide range of bandwidth

and clusters instead of fixed value of bandwidth of 0.8 . Non –Extensive visits  the less number of

cluster whereas Shannon entropy takes the more number of clusters .In this , Auto-Segmentation using

Non-Extensive entropy  shows better value of  f-score and it could be because  it is non-additive

whereas Shannon is additive  Entropy . Among the three methods applied in this , Auto-Segmentation

using Non-Extensive Entropy shows the higher value of  f-score which shows that the result is better

than other methods .

As far Auto-Segmentation using Mean-Shift method has proved to be great tool for accessing

information of importance . The result obtained provide us with a good value of Precision , Recall ,

F-score . This also compares the result obtained with algorithm with different available ground truth

and shows that we improvise the Mean-Shift Algorithm to some extent .
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